COVID-19
(Returning to Work)
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Fifth Third Bank

Strengthening our communities.
• All lines are muted.
• Feel free to ask questions by typing your question in the chat box.
• If you lose your Internet connection, reconnect using the link e-mailed to you.
• The presentation and recording are available on the COVID-19 Resources Hub located on the Prosperity Indiana website (www.prosperityindiana.org/page-18228)
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Fifth Third Bank

Strengthening our communities.
• Founded in 1986 as the Indiana Association for Community Economic Development

• “Prosperity Indiana builds a better future for our communities by providing advocacy, leveraging resources, and engaging an empowered network of members to create inclusive opportunities that build assets and improve lives.”

• RESOURCES, ENGAGEMENT, ADVOCACY, and PROGRAMS
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AN ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON RETURNING TO WORK
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QUESTIONS?
covid19response@prosperityindiana.org
STRENGTHENING OUR COMMUNITIES.